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To fundamentally overcome the challenges of 3T and to drive the adoption of 3T as a
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mainstream system for all applications, an extensive development program within Philips
has led to next generation technology, called MultiTransmit parallel RF transmission
[16, 17]. This technology is now available with the Achieva 3.0T TX.

From the beginning of 3.0T developments within Philips, the clinical
value of high-field imaging has always been a driver in choosing the
right technologies. With clear benefits of imaging at 3.0T (higher
SNR and sensitivity for higher speed and resolution), the challenge
has always been to optimize clinical utility whilst mastering
fundamental high-field challenges. Unlike 1.5T, the most important
fundamental challenges at 3.0T have been controlling SAR and the
dielectric effect [30].
The first steps in addressing these challenges were made by the
advanced technological developments embodied in the Achieva
X-series. The X-series has led 3.0T technology since its
introduction in 2006 [34], as evidenced by the many hundreds of
installations being used clinically around the world. X-series
technology includes a patient-friendly, compact magnet with
powerful gradients and optimized RF with a unique, short RF body
coil to reduce SAR and dielectric effects. Other technologies
introduced to minimize SAR and dielectric effects include SENSE
parallel imaging, B1 control, flip angle sweep, SPAIR and body tuned
CLEAR (RF-SMART) [34]. These developments have resulted in
widespread use of clinical 3.0T systems, with clear advantages in
areas such as neuro [1, 2, 3], musculoskeletal [4], pelvic [5] and
angiographic imaging [6, 7].
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Nevertheless, 3.0T systems still pose challenges in terms of RF
uniformity [8, 9] and SAR [10, 11, 12]. Recent studies have shown that the
presence of dielectric shading can still impact clinical applications,
leading, for example, to reduced signal in the liver [13] as well as
left-right differences hampering diagnoses in breast imaging [14, 15].
To fundamentally overcome the challenges of 3.0T and to drive the
adoption of 3.0T as a mainstream system for all applications, an
enhanced technology has been realized: MultiTransmit parallel RF
transmission. A number of topics are treated here in order to clarify
the advantages of MultiTransmit. In this paper we will answer the
following questions:
• What is MultiTransmit parallel RF transmission?
• How does it work?
•	Why are patient-adaptive RF and multiple
independent RF sources needed?
•	What other approaches to RF shimming are there
and are they equally effective?
• What are the benefits of MultiTransmit?
• Why is faster imaging possible with MultiTransmit?
•	How many independent RF sources are really
needed in parallel RF transmission?
• What is the history of MultiTransmit?
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MultiTransmit parallel RF transmission and its benefits
Introduction

Single-source transmission – the classical integrated
body coil

As MRI has moved to higher field strengths, the RF frequency for
proton MRI has also increased. Partly due to the electrical
properties of the human body and partly due to the physical scale,
the RF excitation uniformity obtainable using a single channel
volume transmit coil is sometimes not adequate for reliable clinical
diagnosis in some applications and with some patients [13, 14, 15]. For
the typical clinical systems used today, whole-body electromagnetic
(EM) field simulations indicate significant RF non-uniformity
(dielectric shading) and local SAR variations, which ultimately limit
scan speed [10, 11, 12, 18].

In most conventional single RF source MRI systems, the RF excitation
field (B1) is provided by an integrated body coil driven in a fixed
quadrature manner. Figure 1 shows such an arrangement. A single RF
power source is split using a quadrature hybrid, and the integrated
body coil is driven at two ports located 90 degrees apart [39]. The
hybrid power splitter also serves to delay the phase of the signal to
one of the driving ports by 90 degrees, thereby generating in an empty
coil a circularly polarized RF field. This is often referred to as
quadrature drive.

Multi-channel parallel RF transmission
Multi-channel RF transmission (MultiTransmit), using multiple RF
transmit/receive chains and coil elements in parallel, has demonstrated
that it is possible to significantly improve RF (B1 field) uniformity in
high-field MRI [16, 40]. The additional degrees of freedom provided by
multiple transmit channels/coils enable RF shimming while also
minimizing local SAR [19, 27, 40]. It follows that multi-channel RF
transmission is the enabler to obtain the maximum benefit from
high-field MRI and opens the route to new imaging methods and
applications [20, 21].
Figure 1 Quadrature drive integrated system body coil.
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Parallel RF transmission: transmission with multiple RF
sources
How does it work?
In recent years it has been recognized that there are advantages in
departing from RF excitation using a fixed quadrature drive [16, 17, 19, 20,
21]. Figure 2 shows the example of a volume coil consisting of 8
independent elements driven by 8 independent RF sources.
With such an arrangement, it is also possible to generate a circularly
polarized B1 field. However, as described above, quadrature drive is
not optimum for best RF uniformity at high field. Independent parallel
sources enable the RF coil to be driven in ways which depart from
pure quadrature and are thus able to compensate the RF field
non-uniformity inside the body of the subject.

Table 1: Some definitions
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combination of the B1 fields generated by each source. Driving all
sources in parallel using characteristics determined per patient results
in a significantly more uniform B1 field inside the subject. The process
of obtaining the coefficients with which to drive each of the RF sources,
and applying these coefficients during parallel excitation, is known as
RF shimming. Due to the reciprocity principle, RF shimming can also
be used during MR signal reception.
Parallel RF transmission using the system integrated body coil

Figure 2 Generalized MultiTransmit array coil.

RF shimming
The individual drive characteristics (e.g. waveform, power, amplitude,
phase) for each of the RF sources can be obtained by mapping the B1
field inside the subject produced by each of the independent RF sources.
The actual B1 field inside the subject can be treated as a linear

The standard integrated body coil has two independent degrees of
freedom. In effect it consists of two independent volume coil elements
located 90 degrees apart. It is well known that in such a geometrical
arrangement, these two independent modes can be treated as
independent RF coils [22]. Figure 3 shows an arrangement in which
two independent RF sources are connected to the independent modes
of a standard integrated body coil, thereby realizing a dual-source
MultiTransmit RF system. Our own internal studies and those of other
researchers have demonstrated that this kind of arrangement, when
used with a suitable level of control, significantly improves B1 uniformity
in all relevant clinical applications [9, 17, 23].

Figure 3 MultiTransmit integrated body coil with independent RF sources and parallel RF transmission.
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Why are patient-adaptive RF and multiple independent RF
sources needed?
Some studies have proposed using fixed RF shim settings according to
patient anatomy [9, 15, 23]. However, we have found this approach to
be unreliable. The size and positioning of different patients in the MRI
system strongly influence the RF shimming coefficients required to
obtain the most uniform B1 field inside each subject. It is therefore
necessary to adjust the RF shim coefficients per patient. The Achieva
3.0 TX achieves this by performing an in-vivo calibration to determine
the required shim parameters.

Figure 4 Patient-adaptive shimming - typical distribution of RF shim settings.

Figure 4 shows the distribution of RF shim settings, using the
MultiTransmit arrangement described in Figure 3, for optimum B1
uniformity in a number of human subjects and two different anatomies.
The horizontal axis represents relative phase deviation from quadrature
and the vertical axis the relative power deviation from quadrature for
the two independent transmit sources. The central square (□)
corresponds to the RF settings for quadrature transmission. The
expected shim settings that provide optimum uniformity for each
anatomy were established using electromagnetic field (EM) simulations
(HFSS, Ansoft, USA) and a stylized body model. The colored regions
represent the range of shim settings for which a reasonable uniformity
improvement is expected while maintaining practical power sensitivity.
The colored circles represent shim settings obtained from the
human subjects.

The results indicate that different anatomies require different shim
settings. The spread between patients is so large that a fixed setting
approach would lead to non-optimal shimming in a number of patients.
This is further illustrated in Figure 5, in which fixed RF settings have
been used for every patient in breast and liver imaging. The example
shows that while fixed RF settings may work in some patients (upper
rows), it can lead to non-uniform RF behavior in other patients
(middle, lower row). For optimal RF uniformity, patient-adaptive RF
shim settings are needed.

Conventional 3T: breast		

Conventional 3T: liver

Figure 5 Variability of results in conventional 3T for breast (left) and liver (right)
imaging using fixed RF settings.

Conclusion 1
Patient-adaptive RF shim settings using independent
transmit sources are needed for optimal RF
uniformity.
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What other approaches to RF shimming are there and are
they equally effective?
Single-source approaches to RF shimming – Anatomy-specific &
elliptical drive
Other concepts have been proposed to provide some form of shimming
of the transmit B1 field [9, 23, 35, 36]. Figure 6a and 6b show two
example arrangements. Both approaches use a single RF source with
some downstream hardware splitting of the signal. The approach of
Figure 6a utilizes a discrete hybrid switch (in the high power domain)
which, instead of providing a fixed 90 degree phase delay and equal
output amplitudes to both channels, allows a limited number of preset
fixed amplitude and phase ratios to be selected to provide, for example,

Figure 6a Elliptical drive body coil (high power) with single RF source.

anatomy-specific drive of the 2 ports of the body coil [36, 37, 38].
However, the practical need to provide patient- adaptive RF shimming
renders this approach inadequate.
Restricting the shim settings to a limited number based only on
anatomy, is not adequate to ensure consistent image quality across
different subjects. The architecture of Figure 6a also does not easily
allow independent B1 maps to be obtained from each channel of the
body coil and so it becomes virtually impossible to perform patientadaptive RF shimming.
Figure 6b illustrates a similar approach except that the splitting of
the single RF source is performed in the low-power domain before
the RF amplifier. What characterizes and limits both approaches is
the fact that they use a single RF source. This simple fact limits the
available degrees of freedom to just 4 (independent amplitude and
phase per port during transmission) compared with the 14 available
in the Achieva 3.0T TX (see further). Such single-source approaches
are commonly described as being equivalent to MultiTransmit. The
details in this paper explain and illustrate why this is not the case.

Figure 6b Elliptical drive integrated body coil (low power) with single RF source.

 onclusion 2
C
There are a number of single-source approaches
that are presented as alternative solutions to
MultiTransmit.
These approaches are significantly restricted in
performance and consistency due to the limited ways
in which they can be adjusted because of their
inherently fewer degrees of freedom.
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What are the benefits of MultiTransmit parallel RF
transmission?
Enhanced contrast uniformity
The benefits of MultiTransmit stem from the fundamental improvement
in uniformity of the transmitted B1 field inside the patient, which
largely eliminates dielectric shading. When the B1 field is uniform
throughout the volume of interest then all spins receive close to the
same flip angle. In most MR imaging methods, the contrast behavior

depends upon the flip angle and sequence timing. A more uniform B1
field results in a more uniform flip angle, leading in turn to more uniform
contrast sensitivity within the volume of interest (see Figure 7). This
is important in providing diagnostic confidence, especially in studies
that perform any kind of quantification based upon contrast.

Conventional 3T

MultiTransmit

Figure 7 Enhanced contrast uniformity using MultiTransmit. 3D eTHRIVE T1W liver images. Left: conventional 3T with contrast variations due to dielectric shading.
Right: MultiTransmit with enhanced contrast uniformity across the full FOV.

Conclusion 3
MultiTransmit provides enhanced contrast uniformity.
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Enhanced image uniformity
The second benefit of MultiTransmit relates to the use of receive
shimming. Due to the principle of reciprocity, the non-uniform transmit
B1 field also results in non-uniform receive sensitivity. A common
method of compensating general image non-uniformity in conventional
high-field imaging systems is to use a post-processing normalization
filter that derives an intensity correction function directly from the
final image. These so-called “Bias Field Correction (BiFiC)” [24,25] image
filters can produce a uniform image appearance but often require
application-specific tuning.
A similar approach was introduced with the original Achieva 3.0T
platform [26]. While providing a notable improvement in image
uniformity, these approaches cannot compensate for the missing

The unique design of the Achieva 3.0T TX makes it possible to utilize
the shimmed receive sensitivity of the body coil to also correct for
non-uniform image intensity and SNR.
Figure 8 illustrates the benefits of shimming both the transmit field
and the receive sensitivity. The conventional image set (Fig 8a) is typical
of the image contrast and uniformity attainable on a conventional
(single RF source) 3T system. There are regions of dielectric shading in
which the signal and contrast have disappeared. Applying an imagebased uniformity correction filter (Fig 8b) can improve the overall
uniformity but does not compensate for the lost SNR and contrast.
In the example of Fig 8c, MultiTransmit provides the best image
uniformity, highest SNR and the highest-fidelity representation of

contrast and reduced SNR inevitable with non-uniform transmit and
receive sensitivity.

contrast.

a) Conventional 3T

b) Conventional 3T + B1 filter

c) MultiTransmit

Figure 8 The benefits of shimming both the transmit field and the receive sensitivity by a) conventional, single-transmit 3T, b) conventional, single- transmit 3T with
B1 filter, c) MultiTransmit. Note that MultiTransmit shows details not seen in conventional imaging (red circle).

Conventional 3T 		

MultiTransmit

Figure 9 Enhanced contrast, signal uniformity and fat suppression.
Left: conventional 3T. Right: MultiTransmit.

Conclusion 4
MultiTransmit provides enhanced image uniformity
and more robust fat suppression.

As shown in Figure 9, an additional benefit of a more uniform B1
transmit field is that spectral fat suppression is now more effective.
7
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Enhanced consistency
The use of patient-adaptive RF shimming ensures that optimum RF
shimming is used for each patient. Optimum RF shimming precisely
realizes the desired flip angle distribution within each patient. A
consistent contrast and uniformity behavior is now possible, especially
in areas most affected by dielectric shading, like body and breast.
Figure 10 shows 3 examples of breast imaging with fixed RF settings
(single transmit) and patient-adaptive optimized RF settings using
MultiTransmit. Although fixed settings can provide good signal
uniformity in one patient (upper row), it fails to provide uniform
contrast in other patients (middle, lower row). With MultiTransmit
patient-adaptive RF, image uniformity can be obtained in all patients,
thereby providing better consistency.
With MultiTransmit, enhanced consistency can be obtained patient
after patient, which also leads to enhanced diagnostic confidence. In
the example of Figure 11, fifteen consecutive breast patients were
scanned with MultiTransmit. The result shows consistency in image
quality (contrast, signal homogeneity, fat suppression) in all patients.

Conventional 3T		

MultiTransmit

Figure 10 Three examples of breast imaging with fixed RF settings (left, single
transmit) and patient-adaptive optimized RF settings using MultiTransmit (right).

Figure 11 Consistency in 15 patients using MultiTransmit at 3.0T. Consistent
image quality (signal and contrast uniformity) is attainable patient after patient.

Conclusion 5
MultiTransmit provides enhanced consistency.
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Faster imaging – SAR and speed
Why is faster imaging possible with MultiTransmit?
The use of MultiTransmit offers additional degrees of freedom that
can be exploited to reduce SAR [16,19,21]. EM field simulations indicate
that, for various anatomies, improved RF uniformity using RF
shimming is also accompanied by reduced whole-body and/or local
SAR [27,28].

quadrature transmission. Both in body and breast imaging, the actual
shim settings determined for human examinations fall within the
overlapping regions of improved B1 uniformity and reduced SAR. This
illustrates that improved B1 uniformity is consistent with SAR levels
lower than those attainable with quadrature transmission. And, of
course, when SAR is reduced [27,28], it becomes possible to scan
faster.
Additionally, conventional single-transmit RF hardware often assumes
worst-case RF deposition. With MultiTransmit hardware, it has become
possible to adapt the RF to each individual patient, and therefore
optimize RF management, thus better accommodating speed increases
in all RF intensive applications.
Figure 13 shows the enhanced uniformity and speed improvement
using MultiTransmit in a spine TSE sequence.

Figure 12 Better uniformity and reduced SAR

Figure 12 shows plots of the distribution of RF shim settings for two
different anatomies. The horizontal axis of each plot represents the
relative phase RF shim value and the vertical axis the relative
amplitude RF shim value between the two RF sources used to drive
the Achieva 3.0T TX body coil.
The plots are arranged such that the central point of each plot
represents the RF shim settings for quadrature transmission. The RF
shim settings for a number of human examinations are represented
by the blue dots. EM simulations, using a number of 3D body models
[27, 28], were used to determine the contours, as a function of RF shim
settings, corresponding to various SAR limits (yellow, blue, dark blue).
The simulations were also used to determine the contour representing
the range of RF shim settings for improved B1 uniformity while
maintaining practical power sensitivity (pink).
The yellow region represents the range of RF shim settings resulting
in SAR levels lower than those expected for conventional
(quadrature) transmission. The pink region indicates the range of shim
settings resulting in B1 uniformity better that than attainable with

Conventional 3T

MultiTransmit

Figure 13 Enhanced speed in T2W TSE of the lumbar spine. Left: conventional
3T, scan time 4:25 min. Right: MultiTransmit, scan time 2:23 min. Also note the
enhanced contrast uniformity.
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Conventional 3T					

MultiTransmit

Figure 14 Enhanced speed with dual-echo (out/in-phase) T1W imaging of the liver. Left: conventional 3T, two breathholds
(30 sec). Right: MultiTransmit, one breathhold (15 sec). Also note the enhanced contrast uniformity.

Figure 14 shows the benefit of speed improvement through the reduction in the number of breathholds in
abdominal imaging.

Conclusion 6
MultiTransmit can reduce SAR and provide
enhanced speed in RF intense applications.
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RF channels, RF sources, how many is really enough?
How many independent RF sources are really needed in
parallel RF transmission?
It is important to note the difference between channels and sources.
See Table 1. A single RF source can feed multiple channels. However,
the degrees of freedom depend on the number of RF sources, so it is
more relevant to talk about the number of RF sources. Moreover, the
important issue is not how many RF sources there are, but how they
are used.
With the MultiTransmit architecture of the Achieva 3.0T TX, it is
possible to use independent waveforms, phase offset, amplitude scaling
and frequency offset during RF transmission (4 parameters per source).
During reception, independent scaling, phase offset and frequency
offset are also possible (3 parameters per channel). The total degrees
of freedom for the MultiTransmit architecture are therefore 8+6=14.
With these many degrees of freedom we have demonstrated that the
current implementation of MultiTransmit dramatically improves the
quality of all clinical applications that suffer from dielectric shading.
The quality level of image contrast and intensity uniformity achievable
with MultiTransmit can now be considered as the new gold standard
for 3.0T.

Conclusion 7
With two independent RF sources at 3.0T there are
14 degrees of freedom to fully address dielectric
shading and to enhance speed.

Philips and various researchers are exploring the benefits of increasing
the number of RF sources. Philips’ own development started with a
MultiTransmit system built using 8 RF sources. Based on experience
gained in-house, and with external research partners, Philips
researchers established that two sources, when implemented with
full flexibility and control, provide the largest proportion of dielectric
shading correction that can be obtained. This observation has also
been made by other developers in the field [8,9,23].
The additional benefits of using more than two RF sources is currently
an area of intensive research activity. However, the improvement in
dielectric shading obtainable using two sources is already so complete
that the extra degrees of freedom available through using more RF
sources would be better used for purposes other than RF shimming.
The additional true clinical benefits of using more than two RF sources
are therefore still to be defined and validated.

Conclusion 8
The current MultiTransmit architecture fully
addresses the most significant constraints on 3.0T
clinical performance.
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MultiTransmit development
What is the history of MultiTransmit?
Figure 15 shows the evolution of RF in 3T MRI. 1st and 2nd generation
RF all use single-transmit systems with a single RF source. Starting
with a single-transmit RF source, most manufacturers have implemented ways to optimize the RF, thereby optimizing for imaging each
anatomy as much as possible (anatomy optimized). Philips developed
RF-SMART for this purpose [30]. To fully address fundamental

challenges such as dielectric shading and SAR limitations, a
breakthrough step was made by implementing parallel RF transmission
using multiple, independent RF sources (3rd generation RF). Philips
developed MultiTransmit for this purpose. Moreover, in the future we
foresee that with this new generation, it will become possible to apply
new methods and sequences, such as Transmit SENSE [20].

Figure 15 Evolution of RF in 3T systems. MultiTransmit is the first RF technology that uses patient-optimized RF settings to address fundamental 3T challenges.
This is obtained by parallel RF transmission using multiple, independent RF sources.
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Philips has been active in MultiTransmit development for more than
20 years, and many of the milestones in this field have been
demonstrated first by Philips. Philips patents, submitted as far back as
1988, describe an RF coil that uses multiple independent elements,
each driven by its own on-coil RF amplifier [29]. Philips researchers
demonstrated one of the first examples of a degenerate birdcage RF
coil that could be used for parallel reception and transmission on
multiple channels [31]. This coil topology continues to form the basis

for parallel transmission research in various institutes [33]. Philips
researchers were also the first to describe different MR methods,
such as the concept of TransmitSENSE [20, 40] and also to
demonstrate it using an experimental MultiTransmit clinical
whole-body 3.0T system.
The architecture and potential benefits of the Achieva 3.0T TX
were first described by Philips MRI development in 2003 [17].

Conclusion 9
Philips has been leading the research into parallel RF
transmission since 1988.

Courtesy:
We thank the University of Bonn - Germany, 		
Tokai University - Japan and the University of Vermont - USA
for providing clinical material.

Conclusion 10
The world’s first MultiTransmit clinical MR system is
the fruit of more than 20 years’ exploration into
parallel RF transmission by Philips.
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